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Abstract--This paper deals with the asymptotic theory of initial value problems for semilinear 
wave equations in three space dimensions. The well posedness and validity of formal approximations 
about time T -- c~ are discussed in the classical sense of C 2. The results describe the validity of 
formal global solutions. Using a time-scale perturbation method, an application of the asymptotic 
theory is given to analyze a special wave equation in three space dimensions. (~) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. 
All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, an asymptotic theory of global solutions i  established for the following initial value 
problem consisting of a semilinear perturbed wave equation and two initial conditions 
uu--Au----ef(u,e), t>0,  xcR  3, (1) 
~(0, x, ~) = ~0(x, ~), x e R 3, (2) 
ut(O,x,e) = ul(x,E),  x C R 3, (3) 
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X--~3 02 where u is a real-valued unknown function, A =/--,i=1 ~zx~, ¢ is a parameter with 0 < lel _< eo ~ 1, 
f (u,  ~), uo(x, e), and uz(x, E) satisfy some assumptions to be given in Section 2. The asymptotic 
theory of global solutions implies the well posedness (in the classical sense of C 2) of the initial 
value problem (1)-(3) and the asymptotic validity of formal global solutions. 
In [1-4], the asymptotic theory for validation of the formal approximations of the solutions to 
the initial-boundary value problems associated with the second-order semilinear wave equation 
in one space dimension with the time order function T = O(le] -1) has been presented. But 
for x E R 1, there still exist some unsolved open problems, as given in [1-3], on the asymptotic 
theory of initial value problems associated with second-order nonlinear wave equations. The 
reason is that the study of asymptotic theory of initial value problems for partial differential 
equations i far more difficult han that of initial-boundary value problems. In [5], the asymptotic 
theory of solutions to the initial value problems associated with equation uu - uxx + p2u = 
Ef ( t ,x ,u ,e ) ( -oo  < x < oo, p2 > 0) was developed on the long time scale of order Is[ -1 in a 
suitable Sobolev space. For the nonlinear partial differential equations in high space dimensions, 
as stated in [2], only very little is known about the asymptotic theory. In [6], the asymptotic 
theory of initial value problems for second-order wave equations in the classical senses of C 2 
is presented on the local time scale of order IE[ -1 in three space dimensions. In this paper, 
the asymptotic theory and its application to the validation of the formal global approximation 
to the solution of the problem governed by the second-order semilinear wave equation (1) and 
conditions (2) and (3) are established in the classical sense of C 2 on the time Tz~t = c~. This 
result describes the asymptotic behavior of the global solutions of the problem defined by (1)-(3). 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the well posedness of the initial value 
problems (1)-(3) for global solutions is presented in the classical sense of C 2. The asymptotic 
validation of formal global approximations is established in Section 3. As an application of the 
asymptotic theory, a special perturbed wave equation in three space dimensions i  analyzed in 
Section 4 by using a time-scale perturbation method, which indicates an asymptotic form for the 
solution that decays like (1 + t + Ix[) -k (0 < k < 1). 
2. THE WELL  POSEDNESS 
In order to prove the existence and uniqueness of the solution, in the classical sense of C 2, 
for problem (1)-(3), we developed, based on the work presented in [7], the following equivalent 
integral equation for problem (1)-(3) 
0 t uo(x + t~,6) da~ + ~ I=1 ~(t,~,~)= ~ ~ I=1 
fo (4) 
-t-e ~ I =i 
= u°(t,x, E) + v°(t, ~,E), 
where ~ is a unit vector in R 3 and da~ is an area element on a sphere of radius 1. 
Suppose that the nonlinear term f and the initial values u0 and Ul satisfy the following as- 
sumptions. 
(i) f (u ,z )  C C 2 with respect o u,f(O,e) = fu(O,e) = f~,,(O,e) =- O. 
(ii) If [u(t,x,e)[ < M, [v(t,x,e)[ < M,  there exist constants p > 3 and A > 0, such that 
If(~,~)l -< A, 
I f~(u ,~)  - f~(v ,  ~)1 _~ AI~IP-31~ - vl, 
where w -- max{[u[, [v[} and the constants M and A are independent of 6. 
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It should be addressed that the assumption of f(u, ~) is essential for obtaining the estimates 
in Lemma 3. 
(iii) Uo(X,¢) and ul(x,e) satisfy 
G [O~uo(x,e){ , IO~ul(x,z)l <_ 0 < k < 1, 
(1 + 
where the multi-integers a and/3 satisfy [a] <_ 3, I~[ <- 2, G is independent of E. 
Let J be given by 
J = {(t ,  x) lt _> 0, x ~ Ra}. 
We define C2(Jk) be the space of all real-valued and twice continuously differentiable functions W 
on Jk with the norm II' IlJ~ given by 
IlWllJ,= Sup E(l÷t÷lxl)~llW(t,x,¢)ll]<R (R>I ) ,  (5) 
(t,z)eJk 
where 
I O~+i~+~+i~W(t,x,s) l 
IIW(t,x,E)ll = ~ ot Jo@o@o@ " 
O~j+il+i2+i3~2 
REMARK 1. For simplicity, throughout the paper, we denote by C any positive constants inde- 
pendent of e and R, which may depend on k,p,M,A,G, and function f. 
REMARK 2. By the definition of space C2(Jk), we know that C~(J~) is a Banach space with the 
norm defined by (5). We shall use the fixed-point theorem to prove the existence and uniqueness 
of the solution to problem (1)-(3) in the space C2(Jk). Indeed, space C~(dk) is a ball with 
radius R in real-valued and twice continuously differentiable functions. 
LEMMA 1. I[O < k < 1, then 
t £ (i ÷ Ix ÷ tel) -~-~ da¢ < 
i=1 
i ~1 =1(1 + Ix + tel) -k-1 dee _< 
C 
(I + t + Ixl) k' 
C 
(1 + t + Ixl) ~ 
The proof can be found in [8, pp. 1465-1466]. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that uo (x, ¢) and ul (x, ~) satisfy (iii), then 
C 
__ o<k<l .  
(l ÷ t ÷ lx[) k' 
The proof can be in [6, p. 323]. 
Let the operator A be defined as follows: 
÷~ ~ l=1 
= ~°(t,x, ~) + ~°(t,x,~). 
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LEMMA 3. 
p > 3, and k > 2 / (p -  1), 
(~) 
(b) 
PROOF. Since 
Suppose that f, uo, and u: satisfy Assumptions O)-Oii). Then, for any u, v ~ C~( J~), 
c CIe lRP- : I lu l I J  ~ 
II ^~11 < + 
(1 + t + I~1) ~ (z + t + I:~1) ~ ' 
II ^ ~, - ^~ II -< CIEIR~-~II~' - vii J, 
(1 + t + txl) e 
f* t - r £ f(u(r, z + (t - r){, E), ~) d~ dr. v°(t'x'E)=EJo 4~r I=: 
" fo t£ ,  , (u ( r , z+( t - r ){ ,¢ ) ,¢ )da{dr  v°(t'x'~) = ~ I=~ 
f t  t - r fl~ A"  u,, ('r, x + (t - "r)[, ¢). ~ dtre dr, 
+E Jo 47r I=: 
where v' = x + (t - r){, 
--~y(u(t,z,¢),¢) dcr~ 
I=: 
+ 41r jo Jl~l=: f~'u"'  
fo t t - r  fl ¢ {f~.,'u~,(r,x+(t-r),,~), 2 "be ~ I---1 
+ A.  ,,~,~, 0", z + (t - ~)~, ~)¢2 } d~ d~. 
It follows from Assumptions (i) and (ii) that 
I f (u ( t ,x ,e ) ) l  _< C l , , ( t ,  x ) l "~ 
IA  ,,,,,(,-, x + (t - ~-)~', 6)1 _< Clu0-,  x + (t 
cR"- : I t~, IP~ 
+ t + Ixl)kp < Ixl) k~' 
+ t + Ixl)k, ' - (1 + t + 
- ~')~, ~)1 p-11~'~' (r,  x + (t - ~-)~, E) I 
c [(1 + r + Ix + (t - ;) , '1)* I,,(,', x + (t - ,-),')1] " -~ 
(1 + "1" + I~ + (t - r ) , ' l )~  -~ 
x [(1 + r + Ix + (t - r) , ' l )k lu~,(r , :~ + (t - r) , ' ,  e)l] 
(1 + ,- + I~ + (t - r ) , ' l )  ~ 
< Cl lu l l~7: l l " l l J ,  
-- ( l+r+Ix+( t - - r ){ l )  kp 
< ORp- I l lu I I J~ 
- (1 + ~- + Ix + (t - ,-),,I)k, ' '  
I I -~" "~, 0", x + (t - ~-)~, e) J _< Clu(r ,  x + (t - ~-)¢)1 p-~ Juo, (r, x + (t - ~-)¢, ~)j2 
c [(1 + ~- + Ix + (t - ~)¢l)kLu0-, x + (t - r)¢, ~)1] p-2 
(I + r + Ix + ( t  - ~)f l )k*  -=k 
[(1 + r + Ix + (t - ~)~l )k l~, (~,  x + (t - r )~ ,  ~)1] 2 
x 
(1 + ~ + Ix + (t - ~)~1) ~k 
< cI1~'1157211u113~ 
- (1 + ~- + Ix + (t - r )~l )kP 
< CRp- I l I~ I I J ,  
- -  (1  + "r + Ix + (t - r )~l)~,  '" 
and 
(6) 
(r)  
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
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By the same estimate as that of (10) or (11), we have 
l:f~u,,~,(r,z + (t - r)~,e)l _< CRV-llluib~ (1 + r + I~ + (t - r)~l)k~" (12) 
It  follows from inequalities (6)-(12) that 
210iv°(t'x'e) I < C[e[RP-tl[u[[J~ 
i~0  
rio t (t -- r) fie da(dT ClelRP-~llutlJ~ (1 + T + ]X + (t r)~l) k, + 
i=1 
fotfl, da~dr CIeI-RP-ZIlulIJ~ (1 + T + I m + (t - r)~l)kp + 
I=1 
=h+h+h.  
By Lemma 1, we get 
fo ~ t - r fie da~ dr I2<-CNRp-II[uIIJ~ (1 + T---)-~p:(k+l) i=1 (1+ 7 + Ix + ( t - -  r)~l)k+l 
fot l t-- r ~ de, dr 
=Clsln'-ltl~lIj~ (l+r)~p-l"(l+r----~ I=t (l + lx/(l + r) + ( t - '~) / ( l  + r)~l) ~+1 
fo t 1 dT 
-< ClelR'-lllulb~ (1+ r)kp_l ( l+( t - r ) / ( l+r )+ lx l / ( l+r ) )  k 
fo t dr 1 =ClelRP-~liullJ~ (1 + r)kp-(k+t) " (1+ r + Ixl)k 
= ClelnV-tllullJ~ for dr 
(1 + t + I~I) k (1 + T)kV-(k+l) ' 
Since kp - (k + 1) > 1 (namely, k > 2/(p - 1)), we conclude that 
jfo °° dr (1 + r)kv-(k+t) 
is convergent• Therefore, we have 
h <_ cl~[n~-ttlullJ~ i rk  > 2 
( l+t+lx l )  k ' p- l "  
(13) 
By the same estimate as that of I2 and using Lemma 1, we have 
I lR  ll l l 2 I3 <_ C's'--P-t"u"Jk i f k> - - -  
( l+r+lx l )  ~ ' p - l  
(14) 
Since 
It = ClelRV-tllullJ~ < 
(1 + t + [xl)kP - 
It  follows from (13)-(15) that 
( l+t+lx l )k  ' 
i f k  > - -  
2 
p -1  
(15) 
210v°(t,z,E) ] 
E OtJ 
i=O 
clelRp-lll~llj~ 
< 
(1 + t + txl) k ' i f k  > - -  
2 
p - I  
(16)  
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By the same estimate as that of (16), it follows that 
0J+~+¢~+¢~ °(t,~,~)l Cl~ln~-all~lt~ 
j i~ ~2 ~~ < . . . .  I Ot Ox Ox Ox  - 0__<j-~-Zl -{-~2 -~3__< 2 1 2 3 
From (17), we immediately know 
_< 
2 
if k > - -  (17) 
(1 + t + I~1) k ' p - 1" 
CI t lR ' - l l l u l l J~  2 
(1 ÷ t ÷ Ixl)k ' if k > p- l - -"  (18) 
It follows from Lemma 2 and (18) that Inequality (a) in Lemma 3 holds. Since u,v E C2(Jk), we 
only need to substitute u - v for u in the proof of inequality (18), and we can get 
2 CI t ln~-~t l  u - ~llJ~ if k > - - .  
I IA~-A~I I< ( l+t+lx l )  k ' p -1  
The proof of Lemma 3 is completed. 
Now, we have the following well-posedness theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that the nonlinear term f(u,z), initial data uo(x,6) and ul(x,t)  satisfy 
Assumptions (i)-(iii) with sufficiently small 6o, such that 0 < t < to <_ 1, and 0 < k < 1, 
then if k > 2/(p - 1)(p > 3), t > 0, x 6 R s, there exists a unique global C~(Jk)-solution to 
problem (1)-(3). 
PROOF. Let C be the constant as defined in Lemma 3, u e C~(Jk), R > 2C, and let z0 
be sufficiently small such that C[E0[R p-1 < 1/2, from Lemma 3, we can easily get for any 
u, v e C~ ( Jk ) that 
1 1 1 2 
I] AullJk <C+CltlRP-ltlull J~ < C+~R< -~R+~R<R,  i f k> - -  
- p - l '  
1 2 
II A U - -  AV  llJ~: < CIEtRP-Itl u - v l lg~ < ~llu - v l l J k ,  if k > - -  
- p - l '  
in which the operator A : C~(Jk) ~ C2(Jk) is a contractive mapping. Therefore, there must exist 
a unique global solution in C~(Jk) to problem (1)-(3). The proof of Theorem 1 is completed. 
3. ASYMPTOTIC  VAL IDAT ION OF GLOBAL SOLUTIONS 
Since we know that the initial value problem (1)-(3) contains a small parameter t, perturba- 
tion methods may be applied for the construction of approximations to the solutions. In many 
perturbation methods for nonlinear problems, a function is constructed in such a way that it sat- 
isfies the differential equation and initial conditions up to some order of t (where the parameter 
t is small). Such a function is usually called a formal approximation. In order to prove that 
the formal approximation is an asymptotic approximation (as t --* 0), we have to carry out an 
additional analysis in the space C~(Jk). 
Suppose that on J x [-Zo, So], the function v(t, x, t) satisfies 
VU--Av:Ef(v,E)+IEImcl(t,X,~), re>Z,  
v(0,x,~) = u0(X,~) + LEI~-lc~(x,E) = v0(x,~)0 < I~1 ~ Eo << 1, 
v~(0,x,t) = ul (~,t)  + It lm-lcs(~,t) = vl (~,t)0 < Itl < to << 1, 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
where f(u, e), uo (x, E), and ul (x, z) satisfy Assumptions (i)-(iii). Suppose that cl (t, x, E), c2 (x, e), 
and c3(x, ~) satisfy the following conditions 
c 
cl(t,x,e) e C2(Jk), [[cl(t'x'e)[I <- (1 +t  + Ixl)kp ' (22) 
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C 
IO~c2(x,e)l,[O~c3(x,s)l< - ( l+]x[)k+l , la ]<3,  [ill_<2, 0<k<l .  (23) 
It follows fl'om Theorem 1 that the initial value problem governed by (19)-(21) has a unique 
global solution v(t, x, z) E C~(Jk). On the other hand, problems (19)-(21) can be transformed 
into the following equivalent equation 
fo ~ t -  ~ ~ [f(~(,,x + (t- ~)~,~),~) + I~L~I(~,~ +(t- ~)~,~)1 dowdy. 
+e ~ I=i 
If u c C2(Jk) is the solution of problem (1)-(3), then 
0 [ t  f[~ ]s]m_lc2(x+t~,s) da~ ] v(t, x, e) - u(t, z, e) = -~ -~ I=l 
+ ~t ~11 =1 [elm-le3(x+t~'e)da~ (24) 
fo t t -~  f~ {[f(~(T,x+(t-~)L~),~) 
q-e ~ ]=1 
-y(~(., x + (t - ~)~, ~), ~)] + I~I~(~, ~ + (t - .)~, ~)} d~ d~. 
Noting assumptions (22), (23), and Lemma I, and by the same proof as that of Lemma 3, we 
have 
2 cI~IR*-~II~-~IIJ~ +clEI  ~-~ if k > - -  ]lv(t,x,e) - u(t,z,e)]] <_ (1 + t + I~1) ~ p - 1 
Choosing E sufficiently small such that CHRP-1 < 1/2, we have 
Now, we can have the following asymptotic theorem of the global solution for problems (1)-(3). 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that v(t, x, e) is the solution of problems (19)-(21), and that the nonlinear 
term f and the initial data uo and ul satisfy Assumptions (i)-(iii). Let cl(t, x, s), c2(x, ¢), 
and e3(x,E ) satisfy (22) and (23). Then, for m > 1, the formal approximation v(t,x,s) is an 
asymptotic approximation (as s --* O) of the global solution u(t, x, s) of the probIem defined 
by (1)-(3). ~-hrthermore, 
2 
II. - ~tlJ~ = o (1~1 ~-~) fo~ any t > o, • e R ~, i~ - - -X  < k < 1 (; > 3). 
, - -  p__  
4. EXAMPLE 
In this section, an asymptotic approximation f the solution to the initial value problems (1)-(3) 
with f(t, u, s) =- u 4 will be analyzed by using a time-scale perturbation method. The following 
initial value problem will be considered. 
ut t -Au=~u 4, t>_O, xER 3, 0 < ]z] <_ So << l, (25) 
~(o,x )  = ~(x) ,  ~ , (o ,x )  = ¢(x ) ,  ~ ~ R 3, (26) 
where 
IO~(x)], [O~b(x)[ <_ (1+ [x[) l+k' 0 < k < 1, la[ <_ 3, I#[ <- 2. 
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Since the formal approximation will be constructed in the form of an infinite series, we require that 
the initial data to(x) and ¢(x) are sufficiently smooth to get a convergent series representation for
which summation and differentiation may be interchanged and all assumptions in Theorem 1 and 
Theorem 2are satisfied in order to analyze the globally asymptotic approximation f problem (25) 
and (26). In the sense of Theorem 2, function fi(t, x) will be constructed in such a way that it 
satisfies (25) and (26) up to order e 2. From Theorem 2, it follows that Ilu(t, x)-T`(t, :T)[IJI¢ -~ O( le l )  
as e --* 0 for (t, x) E J. To construct T ,` a perturbation method will be used. Assuming that 
u(t, x, e) has the following expansion 
~,(t, =, ~) = go(t, =) + ~g~(t, =) + ~2g=(t, =) +. . . ,  (27) 
we will show that u(t, x, e) decays like ( l+t+]xl)-kas t -~ co, or I=1 -~ co(e  -~ 0). By substituting 
expansion (27) into (25), (26) and equating the coefficients of like power in e, it follows from the 
powers 0 and 1 of e, respectively, that go should satisfy 
go. -Ag0=0,  (23) 
go(x,O)=~(x),  (29) 
g0,(=,0)=¢(=) ,  (30) 
and that gl should satisfy 
gl,, -Ag l  =g~(t,=), (31) 
gl(X,O)=O, (32) 
g~,(=,o)=o. (33) 
Since the function go(t, x) and gl(t, x) can be easily determined by (4), let T`(t, x, e) = go(t, x) + 
egl(t,x), it follows 
~, .  - AT ,  - .T` '  = (go, ,  - Ago)  + ~ (g , , ,  - t ,  g l  - g~)  
+ ~ (4g~og, + 6~g~g~ +. . .  + ,'g'~) 
= ~c~(t, =,~), 
here c'l(t,x,e ) satisfies the assumption of Theorem 2. It follows from Theorem 2, that T`(t,x) 
is an order e asymptotic approximation (as e ~ 0) of the solution u(t, x) of the initial value 
problem defined by (25) and (26) for (t, x) e J, that is 
Ilu(t, x) -T`(t,x)llJ~ = o (IEI), for t > o, x e R ~. (34) 
Using (34), the following estimate can be obtained 
I1~- golb~ = I1~- T  `+ T`- gollJ~ ~ I1~- T I`IJ~ + IIEg~IIJ~ = o( l~l) ,  on Jk. 
Taking 2/3 < k < 1, which satisfies the assumption of Theorem 2, it follows from Theorem 2 
that I lu-  T I`IJ~ = O(lel) and I lu-  gollJk = O(iel) for any (t, x) 6 [0, co] x R 3. Moreover, we have 
II~lb~ < IIgolb~ + o (1~1) < c,  (35) 
and then, 
C 
It~11 < (1 + t + Ixl) k" 
Inequality (36) means u decays like (1 + t + Ixl) -k as t ~ co or x --* co(e --* 0). 
(36) 
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